
Do we all see the same colors?

Age-group: 9-12 years’ old

Number of hours: 10 hours

Short description of activity: In this project students will be introduced with colour blindness

as the decreased ability to see colors. They discuss what types of color blindness exist. How

this is related to genetics. Students will try to find color blind people around and make some

statistics. Also they will design websites or lapbooks for color blind people.

CT-competences:

● Data collection,

● Data analysis,

● Data representation,

● Debugging,

● Abstraction,

● Pattern recognition,

● Decomposition.

Goals

● To introduce color vision deficiency.

● To present genetic issues related to color blindness.

● To perform small research on color blind people around.

● To present art and digital product design issues related to vision deficiency.

Realistic STEAM-context

Color blindness (color vision deficiency) is the decreased ability to see color or differences in

color. It can impair tasks such as selecting ripe fruit, choosing clothing, and reading traffic

lights. Color blindness may make some educational activities more difficult. How can we help

these people?

Source: https://www.zoomax.com/low-vision-information/What-is-Color-Blindness-.html

(short justification of STEAM-integration)
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Methodology

Part Description Timing

1 Motivational entry point

In our society, some people have a condition called “colour blindness”.

These people can not properly see all the colours, they can confuse, for

example, red and green or blue and red, or see everything in black and

white tones.

It’s almost certain that someone in our environment has this problem, and a

lot of common things are difficult for them, like enjoying art pictures,

playing certain video games or doing daily stuff.

But, how can we help these people? Do we know a way to help them with

their problem?

A video with the reactions of a color-blind person wearing filter glasses for

the first time is projected and a discussion with the children about

color-blindness is started.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLgckiGHtvI (the first part of this video

or similar videos can be useful).

1 session

2 ART Session

In order to deeply understand the colour blindness problem, we are going to

work with some paintings from famous artists, as seen as if the person has

normal vision vs colour blind vision:

1 session
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Option 1: With computers.

In the following webpage we can upload an image and the algorithm turns it

into a “colour blind image” and (maybe) discover the first color-blind

person in the class:

ttps://www.color-blindness.com/coblis-color-blindness-simulator/

The teacher can give students some modified paintings (as a colourblind

person sees them), and children have to make some trials to “guess” the

original colours, so they can study chromatic circles and the use of the

colours in the paintings. Here we can add synesthesia also, to include music

in the project. As an example: normal Mondrian and Kandinsky, red-blind

Mondrian and Kandinsky and blue-blind Mondrian and Kandinsky. As a

suggestion, teacher can work with the three types of colour blindness, not

only with the two in the example.

The main point is to realize that “easy” paintings (with a few plain colours),

like Mondrian’s ones, even if they are not well seen by colourblind people,

can be almost distinguished. However, the “difficult” paintings (with a lot of

mixed colours), like Kandinsky’s ones, are really difficult to appreciate.

Option 2: without computers

These paintings can be printed and analyzed in the same way as in the

computer.

CT suggestion: abstraction and pattern recognition

3 Math and social science session (Statistics)

In order to know the amount of people that suffer this disease, teachers

prepare the questions with the students they want to use to gather

information on color-blindness incidence in their environment. They can use

this colourblind test to know how they work:

https://enchroma.com/pages/color-blindness-test?format2=number#test.

Option 1: With computers.

2/3

sessions
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Teachers can prepare google forms (or similar) with the children, to gather

the necessary information. Also, they can use this one:

https://forms.gle/mRSg2rksMQ5J8GiV8 .We propose the children take the

test and share among their peers and family. The teacher needs to make

sure that sex and pictures appears in the form.

Given the form’s spreadsheet with the answers, analyze percentages of

Yes/No. Make graphs according to sex. This work can be done in groups.

Estimate how many colorblind people there might be in this school

(proportions with respect to the number of total answers), this village, this

country…

They can also analyze each case separately (dividing the total cases into the

students), realizing that the three types of color blindness that they have

seen in the previous session appears here now.

Option 2: without computers

Students have to collect their data with printed images/mobile phones and

in person.

CT suggestion: data collection, data analysis and data representation.

4 Science session

Introduction: We have seen that there are different types of colourblind

people but, what is color blindness and which are these three types?

Option 1 and 2 (with and without computers) are the same, only change

the video for some images.

Recommendation: How do Color Blind People See the World?:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GCQE1U2EQ_4

In these sessions, students have to learn about the three types of colour

blindness (deuteranopia, Protanopia and Tritanopia, more information in

tips and tricks).

As a starting point, the children follow a compare-contrast routine with two

pictures with a group of snakes and bats where they are encouraged to find

similarities and differences between them according to the number of feet,

wings or body shape. The main goal of this routine is to raise the question of

genetics.

For example:

For example:

2

sessions
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You can visit these webpages to have a chart and some information about

“compare and contrast” thinking routine:

● https://teacheramara.wordpress.com/2019/05/04/thinking-routines

-compare-contrast-6/

● https://cedec.intef.es/rubrica/thinking-routine-compare-and-contra

st/

[Optionally, they can study how to describe someone in their mother tongue

or in a foreign language prior to this session]

Later, students should start research about the sex differences in the

inheritance of color blindness, learning about the differences between

genotype and phenotype and the basic inheritance rules, distinguishing
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between males and females and making sense about the data they gather

before. Teachers can give examples about other genetic differences (tongue

in U, eye colour…), and they have to remark that, sometimes, the most

common genetic expression is not the dominant one.

Some photos and ideas about genetics can be seen in tips and tricks.

5
Technology session

The same as in real life, the computer can recreate a lot of different

colours. Computers have two mainly colour systems: RGB and CMYK (more

information about them in tips and tricks).

Option 1: With computers.

For this activity, in groups, students have to research these two systems and

learn the main differences (in their definition and in their use). Once they

have all the information, they have two options:

Option a: Design a webpage for colour blind people. With the RGB colour

system, they have to create a “colour blind friendly” webpage, inspired by

Mondrian's art, using plain simple colours (it is important to avoid some

color combinations), some patterns… The main goal is to create a product

that colour blind people can use without feeling uncomfortable.

Tools for website design:

https://sites.google.com/

https://www.site123.com/

https://www.doodlekit.com/

Option b: Make a lapbook. With the CMYK colour system, they have to

design and print the different parts of a lapbook, also being “colour blind

friendly” as in the previous case.

The information that has to be in the webpage/lapbook has to be related

with the one gathered in the mathematics part and the one researched in

the sciences part. So, the students will use this holder asi if it was a

learning portfolio, where they can reflect both their learnings and the

process of the research in this theme.

Option 2: without computers

They should not research the differences between RGB and CMYK, because

they can’t make a webpage. They have to make the lapbook with the same

information as before.

CT suggestion: data representation, debugging

3

sessions

Organization

Materials:

● Paper sheets, printed material

Use of ICT:
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● Computers, ipads, phones.

● Printer.

● Website creation and graphical design software.

● Other software.

Coaching

Useful questions:

• Part 1

o Do color blind people need help? When? How? (e.g. getting dressed)

• Part 2

o Can students see color differences between these modified paintings?

o How can they explain this?

o Are color blind people aware that they don't see the original piece of art?

• Part 3

o Have you reflected on the polite way to address people you don’t know?

o How are you going to introduce the questions and convince people to participate?

• Part 4

o Are there more color blindness types of the three mentioned?

o Why are people in each country more similar than different? Is that the same reason

that we see (add a common but recessive genetic expression)?

• Part 5

o Is it important to have two different colour systems? Why?

o Which are the differences between RGB and CMYK? Can we represent it in paper or

only in the computer?

Teamwork:

● Kids should be coupled from Session 2 onwards in academically homogeneous groups but

heterogeneous personalies, unless there is a reasonable doubt of them finishing the project,

when groups of 3 are suggested.

Formative assessment:

Children should be encouraged to analyze the data and elaborate conjectures.

Children should empathise with people from other cultures as a starting point to accept

different abilities

In order to focus on the process and not in the final product, children have to put their

reflections and their learnings through all the process in the webpage/lapbook, that will be

redone and modified until the product satisfies all the requirements.

Adaptations

• General ideas:

• Ideas with older children: (9-12 -> 12-15). By using Inkscape, students should design secret

pictures.
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Tips & tricks

SCIENCE:

Color blindness—also known as color vision deficiency (CVD)—is a deficiency in distinguishing

between different colors. It occurs when light-sensitive tissue in the back of the eye—the

retina–fails to properly respond to variations in wavelengths of light, which enable people to see

different colors.

https://venngage.com/blog/color-blind-friendly-palette/

Three forms of color blindness:

Protanopia (insensitivity to red) is a visual deficiency of the color red. It's the well-known

daltonism (red-green color blindness). Protanopia is actually more complex than this; a person

with this problem cannot see either red or green, although he is still sensitive to yellow and

blue. In addition, he has a loss of luminance perception and the hues shift toward the short

wavelengths.

Deuteranopia (insensitivity to green). With deuteranopia, the person has a deficiency in green

vision. Deuteranopia is actually like protanopia, because the person has a loss of red and green

perception, but he has no luminance loss or hue shift.

Tritanopia (insensitivity to blue). With tritanopia, the person is deficient in blue and yellow

perception, although he is still sensitive to red and green. He lacks some perception of

luminance, and the hues shift toward the long wavelengths.
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Source: https://iristech.co/protanopia/

Genetics

Students should not worry about their answers in the previous test, because about 4% of the

population has some form of color blindness.

Among humans, males are more likely to be color blind than females, because the genes

responsible for the most common forms of color blindness are on the X chromosome.
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Sources:

https://hekint.org/2017/01/22/john-daltons-eyes-a-history-of-the-eye-and-color-vision-part-two

/

https://wearecolorblind.com/articles/a-quick-introduction-to-color-blindness/

What is the difference between RGB and CMYK?

Both RGB and CMYK are modes for mixing colour in graphic design. As a quick reference, the RGB

colour mode is best for digital work, while CMYK is used for print products. But to fully optimize

your design, you need to understand the mechanisms behind each. Let’s dive deeper.

What is RGB?

RGB (Red, Green and Blue) is the colour space for digital images. Use the RGB colour mode if

your design is supposed to be displayed on any kind of screen.

When to use RGB?

If the end destination of your design project is a digital screen, use the RGB colour mode. This

would go for anything that involves computers, smartphones, tablets, TVs, cameras, etc.

What are the best file formats for RGB?

JPEGs are ideal for RGB files because they’re a nice middle-ground between file size and quality,

and they’re readable almost anywhere.

PSD is the standard source file for RGB documents, assuming all team members are working with

Adobe Photoshop.

PNGs support transparency and are better for graphics that need to be superimposed over

others. Consider this file type for interface elements like buttons, icons or banners.

GIFs capture motion, so if you’re using an animated element, such as a moving logo or a

bouncing icon, this file type would be ideal.

It’s best to avoid TIFF, EPS, PDF and BMP for RGB purposes. These formats are not compatible

with most software, not to mention they can be unnecessarily large in terms of data.

What is CMYK?

CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Key/Black) is the colour space for printed materials.

A printing machine creates images by combining CMYK colours to varying degrees with physical

ink. This is known as subtractive mixing. All colours start as blank white, and each layer of ink

reduces the initial brightness to create the preferred colour. When all colours are mixed

together, they create pure black.

When to use CMYK?

Use CMYK for any project design that will be physically printed, not viewed on a screen. If you

need to recreate your design with ink or paint, the CMYK colour mode will give you more

accurate results.

What are the best file formats for CMYK?

PDFs are ideal for CMYK files, because they are compatible with most programs.

AI is the standard source file for CMYK, assuming all team members are working with Adobe

Illustrator.

EPS can be a great source file alternative to AI because it is compatible with other vector

programs.
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(All things considered, it’s always best to consult your printer beforehand to find out which file

format they prefer)

For more information: https://envato.com/blog/rgb-vs-cmyk-color-systems-guide/

Guidelines for website design:

https://www.designmantic.com/community/website-design-guide-color-blind.php

https://www.getfeedback.com/resources/ux/how-to-design-for-color-blindness/
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